Community Service Form to replace LOWEST INDIVIDUAL CONTEST GRADE
with 100%
Due: April 11, 2023 (in my hand, by 10:30 am)

Note: I will greatly appreciate any forms turned in early (even months early) that reduce the rush of forms to be entered on April 11th, 2023 =)

Name: ____________________________

Community Service Activity: ____________________________

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To be filled out by activity supervisor:

Name: ____________________________

Organization/Group/Activity: ____________________________

Date(s) of the activity: ________________ (Must be in between 1/9/23 – 4/10/23)

Describe the work in which the person above participated:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Number of Hours _____

Signature ____________________________________________

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please attach a typed write-up (200 word minimum, 400 word maximum) summarizing your activity and describing what you’ve learned from this community service experience. If you do multiple activities to add up to the required five hours then please staple a single write up to the back of multiple forms. No need to do a different write up for each different activity, just discuss each activity in a single write up.